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1. Introduction

Matter is particulate. Grains, particles and their compounds are fundamental constituents of
many important materials in nature and technology. During the last decade, software developments in
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) have provoked a notable increase in applications to the study of
solid matter. The mineral liberation analysis (MLA) of processed metal ores was an important driver for
innovations that led to several software platforms. These combine the assessment and analysis of the
backscattered electron (BSE) image to the directed steering of the electron beam for energy dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS) to automated mineralogy [1–6]. However, despite a wide distribution of SEM
instruments in material research and industry, the potential of SEM automated mineralogy (SEM-AM)
is still under-utilised. The MDPI with the journal Minerals generously provides a versatile platform
to bring articles dealing with SEM-AM applications to a widespread audience in applied and basic
research. The Minerals Special Issue Applications of SEM Automated Mineralogy: From Ore Deposits over
Processing to Secondary Resource Characterization is one of the publications dedicated to this goal.

A bulk material (rock, ore) chemical analysis provides no specific information on the target
element-bearing phases (ore minerals)—a crystallographic analysis by X-ray diffraction (XRD)
will identify the target phase (ore mineral) if its mode is >1 wt%, but gives no target particle size
information—sedimentological particle size analysis allows no distinction among the numerous phases
(gangue and ore minerals) in compounds—and, studies by optical microscopy are time-intensive, hardly
deliver statistically sound databases, and are affected by subjective bias. The demands of the mineral
industry and of mineral processing were the main driving forces to overcome the methodological
limits and gaps of these single, well-established and validated analytical methods. Specific analytical
questions related to the identification of phases (ore minerals) and characterization of grain and
particle properties are common to all disciplines and stages along the raw materials processing
chain, from geoscientific exploration to mining, through flotation and concentration to metallurgy
up to tailing deposition and potential environmental hazards [7–9]. An answer to the challenges
is the development of SEM-AM, an analytical tool combining software for BSE image examination,
with more important specific steering control of the electron beam for EDS spectral analyses. Different
classification algorithms and four principal SEM-AM measurement routines for point counting modal
analysis, particle analysis, sparse phase search and EDS spectral mapping are offered by the relevant
software providers [1,10–12]. These measurement routines provide the potential for the SEM-AM
applications to scientific topics outside of the raw materials processing chain [13–18].

2. The Special Issue

This Special Issue contains ten papers which cover a wide spectrum of SEM-AM case histories and
innovative applications. The characterization of primary ores, and the optimisation of comminution,
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flotation, mineral concentration and metallurgical processes in the mining industry by generating
quantified data, is still the major field of application for SEM-AM. An article by Gronen et al. [19]
on Zr-REE-Nb ores from alkaline granitoids in Mongolia addresses the problem of post-magmatic
alteration causing fine and intricate intergrowth of the ore minerals with associated gangue.
This hampers the economic recovery of this deposit type, as intensive comminution is necessary to
liberate the ore minerals. Automated mineralogy was applied to quantify the textural properties of the
ore phases which occur in mineral clusters. The analytical results permit an efficient pre-concentration of
rare metal ores at coarser particle size fractions, requiring less energy consumption during comminution.

An article by Warlo et al. [20] deals with a novel approach to overcome difficulties when trace
minerals are detected within a single measurement when they are accompanied by the major ore
minerals. Small grain sizes of the trace minerals complicate the task as they induce mixed X-ray signals.

The contribution of generically labelled EDS spectra in the mineral processing of rare earth element
ores by Schulz et al. [21] provides a possibility for how to relate the EDS spectra from the complex
and variable REE mineral phases in an ore to mineral names. The labelling of the spectra obtained
from REE-bearing minerals is based on their contents of Si, Ca, F and P in a bulk normalised analysis.
The labelled spectra are then combined into groups of REE-P (~monazite), REE-Ca-Si-P (~britholite),
REE-Ca-F (~synchysite) and REE-F (~bastnaesite, parisite, fluocerite) and a mixed spectra group with
low counts for REE. This classification scheme is applied in several case studies with SEM-AM data
from beneficiation products by comminution and multistage flotation of REE carbonatite ores.

Iron ores require specific methodological solutions when analysed by SEM-AM as is outlined
in the article by Krolop et al. [22]. Similar elemental compositions of hematite and magnetite and
almost identical backscattered electron (BSE) intensities complicate their discrimination in compound
ores. Raman imaging is applied and compared to the EDS spectral mapping data for control and the
improvement of classification, iron ore discrimination and measurement time duration.

SEM-AM facilitates studies that are not feasible with other methods. This is exemplified in the
article by Lougheed et al. [23] on the base metal exploration using heavy mineral concentrates (HMC).
Traditional methods rely on visual examination of HMC fractions > 250 µm, but SEM-AM allows to
investigate the finer fractions (<250 µm) as encountered in glacial till samples. Precise compositional
and morphological data from a large number (10,000–100,000) of heavy mineral grains in a single
sample can be collected, and rare specific indicator minerals can be reliably identified.

One motivation for the production of this Special Issue is to demonstrate the potential of SEM-AM
beyond its classical field of applications in mining and mineral processing. The contribution by
Keulen et al. [24] is entitled “Automated Quantitative Mineralogy Applied to Metamorphic Rocks”
and deals with the application of the comparably new ZEISS Mineralogic software platform (Carl Zeiss
Microscopy Ltd., Cambridge, UK) to petrological investigations of complete 25 × 45 mm sized
petrographic thin sections. A direct quantification of the EDS spectra allows for the visualisation
of element zonations in garnet and other minerals, and for detailed recognition of metamorphic
textures. In this way, mineral maps, element concentration maps, element ratio maps and mineral
association maps can be produced. Additionally, the conventional mineral modes, grain shapes, sizes,
and orientations can be recognised at a quantitative level.

A paper by Graham and Keulen [25] amplifies the SEM-AM applications in petrology to the special
rock type of a fault gouge. Such rocks are hard to investigate by conventional methods. Additionally,
the EDS spectral analysis of the extreme fine grain sizes at the submicrometer scale in such rocks
is hampered by the large interaction volume of the primary electron beam which leads to mixed
signals. By applying a low primary beam acceleration voltage, combined with a large aperture, and a
dedicated mineral classification, these mixed signals can be deconvoluted down to a grain size of
200 nm. This allowed the authors to obtain reliable quantitative mineralogy and grain size distribution
data from the rocks by SEM-AM.

Recycling technology and secondary resources from waste treatment are emergent fields which
require adopted analytical methods for phase identification, as well as grain and particle characterization.
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This topic is addressed by a paper from Buchmann et al. [26] entitled “Evaluation of Recyclability of a
WEEE Slag by Means of Integrative X-Ray Computer Tomography and SEM-Based Image Analysis”.
Waste of electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE) contains a lot of metals and rare earth elements.
Smelting of WEEE leads to significant trapping of such elements in slags from which they are hard to extract
again. To make recycling economically applicable it is crucial to bring these metal contents into deducible
structures. The technical manipulation of the phase transfer processes necessitates detailed understanding
and controls. Therefore, WEEE slag is investigated by X-ray computed tomography (XCT) and SEM-AM
to understand the typical structures and their implications for further processing and extraction.

Ashes resulting from technical processes such as combustion in power plants are increasingly
considered as secondary resources. This especially applies for sewage slush ashes which are a potential
resource for phosphorus. Conventionally, a great deal of ash is analysed by X-ray diffraction (XRD)
and Rietveld methods for phase identification and modal composition. However, as in slags,
a considerable part of the ash is made up by amorphous or glassy particles, of which, sorts and
sizes cannot be satisfactorily characterised by XRD and sedimentological grain size classification.
A novel analytical approach to this topic is presented by Guhl et al. [27] in a contribution entitled
“An Improved Evaluation Strategy for Ash Analysis Using SEM-AM”. Sewage slush ashes are materials
composed of polyphase particles. For the establishment of a recycling process, the characterization
of the phosphorus-bearing particles with heterogeneous compositions is of major interest. This can
be performed by EDS spectral mapping involving spectra classification and grouping related to the
phosphorus-bearing target components.

The contributions to this Special Issue are restricted to a given time period. Additionally,
manuscripts where SEM-AM is applied along with other analytical methods may be identified as
contributions to more specialised topics. For the presentation of the potential of SEM-AM to a broader
audience, a review contribution is needed. That is provided by Schulz et al. [12], entitled “SEM-Based
Automated Mineralogy and its Application in Geo- and Material Sciences”. It presents an overview
of the SEM-AM measurement routines and their implementation in the available software platforms.
The different EDS spectra classification algorithms, the pitfalls of spectra labelling and the often
neglected challenges of sample preparation, are discussed. As demonstrated by case examples in this
contribution, the EDS spectral mapping methods appear to have the most promising potential for
novel applications in metamorphic, igneous and sedimentary petrology, ore fingerprinting, ash particle
analysis, characterization of slags, forensic sciences, archaeometry and investigations of stoneware
and ceramics.

3. Summary and Outlook

This Special Issue presents the view that SEM-AM allows for a wide spectrum of targeted studies
on solid and particulate matter beyond its initial and traditional applications in the mining industry
and process mineralogy. However, even though SEM instruments are widespread in various public,
governmental and commercial research institutions, only a very limited number of working groups
operate and have access to SEM-AM equipment. In Germany, this equates to only three working
groups—two at universities and one at a federal geological survey institution. A similar situation can
be found in other European countries, and indeed, worldwide. In Germany one university group
is located at the RWTH Aachen. The other group is situated at Freiberg/Saxony, as an association
between TU Bergakademie and the Helmholtz Institute Freiberg for Resource Technology. Members of
these groups, among others, contributed various articles to this Special Issue. This is no coincidence,
as both locations are well-known for base and applied research in all kinds of mineral resources and
process mineralogy. Hopefully, the reports and case studies in this Special Issue will encourage further
working groups in geo and material sciences to invest in corresponding SEM upgrades for automated
mineralogy for the investigation of exciting new application fields.
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